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MUON DECAY 

Herbert Steiner 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Department of Physics 

University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, U.S.A: 

ABSTRACT 

LBL-19684 

Improved searches for rare processes in muon decay have substantially improved existing lim

its, but no evidence for any non-standard behavior has been found. The result of a recent sensitive 

search for right-handed currents indicates that the ratio (V+A)-amplitudej(V-A)-amplitude < 
0.0:29. This experiment also imposed new limits on non-standard couplings and on the energy scales 

where lepton substructure and family symmetry breaking effects might manifest themselves. 



Although muon decay has been studied extensively for more than 30 years there have been 

several interesting new experiments during the last year or two. I have chosen to subdivide these 

new experiments into two classes: (1) standard decay (e.g. J.L+- e+lleii,J, where the objectives were 

to improve our understanding of the Lorentz structure of the interaction, to search for right handed 

currents, and to search for lepton substructure, and (2) searches for rare processes such as the 

decays J.L+- e+'"'f, J.L+- e+e-e+, J.L+ .- e+ + f (f is an axion-like scalar) and the conversion process 

Jl- + (A,Z) - e· + X, where the goals were to explore new physics. 

These and the other new results can be summarized by the somewhat disappointing statement 

that nothing unusual was seen. An LBL/TRIUMF /Northwestern collaboration found no evidence 

for right-handed currents. No evidence was seen for S, Tor P couplings nor was there any indica

tion that lt>ptons have substructure below a composite mass scale of 2400 GeV. No experiment has 

found any evidence for any of the rare processes mentioned previously. The present limits on the 

relt>vant branching ratios are: 

B.R. (J.L + - e+e-e+) < 2.4 x l0-12 

B.R. (JJ- + (A,Z)- e- +X) < 2X 10-11 

B.R. (JJ+- e+ +f)< 6X10-6 

B.R. (Jt+- e+ + i) < 1.7 X 10-10 

(Sii')ZI 

(TRIUMF)31 

(LBL/TRIU~.fF ji\W)4! 

(PDG World Average) 

Despite the lack of unexpected new results it is important to realize that the frontiers continue 

to be pusht>d back significantly, and that possible subtle deviations from expectations based on the 

Standard ~fodel may only manifest themselves experimentally as measurements of ever increased 

refint>ment and precision are made. I think the recent muon decay experiments constitute very 

meaningful steps in that direction. Other experiments at TRIUMF, LA..\1PF and Sl~ are underway 

to further improve this situation. 

As an illustration of the present generation of muon decay experiments I would like to discuss 

1n more detail our Search for Right-Handed Currents in Muon Decay at TRIUMF. 1
1 In particular I 

will present the current (essentially final) status of the results and discuss their significance in terms 

of right-handed currents, limits on non-(V,A) couplings, the existence of axion-like scalars, and lep

ton substructure. 

\\'hen we embarked on this search all weak interaction experiments were consistent with a 

pure (V-A) interaction. They still are. However, an admixture of up to 13% (V+A)-amplitude also 

fit the data. Equivalently the right-handed gauge boson, WR, had to be at least twice as massive as 

its standard left-handed counterpart, \VL· In the meantime, theoretical analysis of the K 1°-K2° mass 

difft-rence strongly suggests that M(WR) > 1.6 Te\'.5
1 However, such analyst's are at lt>ast weakly 

model~dependent and tht>refore an independent measurement is useful. Furtht>rmore. the only prt>

vious measurement made in the late 1960's yielded a result which was 2 standard deviations away 

frrJrn the pure V-A prediction. 

The method used in our St'arch was to study the dt>cay Jl+- e+v~Ti,. for fully polarizrd muon~ 

wllf'n the positrons are emittt-d with maximum energy; i.e. when x = p~/p,(max) ....._ 1. One pro

duct's fully polarized J.l• from pion drcay at re~t, stops them in a non-depolarizing target, and then 
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1.: 
"i) 

looks for x = 1 positrons emitted in a direction opposite to that of the muon's spin. By angular 

momentum conservation these positrons must have negative helicity. This is forbidden for a pure 

(V-A)-interaction, and therefore any such positrons would signal the presence of a (V+A) interac

tion. Unfortunately the finite energy and angular acceptances of the apparatus allow tails of the 

(Y-A) positron distributions to be detected as well, and suitable extrapolations are necessary to 

cleanly isolate the (\'+A)-contribution. 

The shape of the expected V-A spectrum is shown in figure 1. It can be written: 

x2dx~
2

(~osO) oc { [(3-2x) + ( ~ J}-1) (4x-3) + 12 ( :: ) { 
1
:x ) 77] 

+ [(2x-1) + ( ~ 5-1) (4~-3)] ~p 11cos0}. 

H('re r.-0 is the angle between s, and "Pe; p, 17, 6, e are the usual muon decay parameters, and P 11 is 

the polarization of the muon. 

When x = 1, d
2
f oc { 1 -

6p~ P ,.,.cosO}. 
dxd(cosO) 

For a pure V-A interaction E = 1, p = 6 = 3/4, P 11 = 1. When cosO= 1 the rate vanishes. In the 

experiment we measure P 116~/ p. In. a separate experiment with the same apparatus we were also 

able to make an improved measurement of the parameter 6. 
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Fig. 1. Positron momentum spectrum from 
completely polarized 1'... decay at 
rest for a \'-A interaction. 
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The experimental method had three essential ingredients: 

( 1) A 100% polarized p.+ beam. This was done by using the S<>-called surface muon beam at TRI

UMF. The basic idea is to first produce positive pions with 500 MeV protons. The pions of 

interest stop and decay into muons near the surface of the production target. These fully 

polarized muons are then transported by a system of magnets and quadrupoles to the stopping 

target without depolarizing them. 

(::!) Stopping the muons without depolarizing them. To do this thin metal foil targets (AI, Au, Ag, 

Cu) were used. A longitudinal magnetic field, B II :::::: 1.1T, was usually applied as an addi

tional safeguard against depolarization. Alternatively the longitudinal field could be replaced 

by a weak transverse magnetic field (B~-... 100 gauss) which was used to precess the muon 

spins. The data taken in this mode were used both for purposes of calibrating the x = 1 edge 

of the decay spectrum and for a largely independent measurement of P JJ~6/ p based on the 

magnitude of the p.SR precession amplitude. 

(3) Determining the momentum and angle of the decay positron with good resolution. To do this 

we used a focusing spectrometer with momentum resolution (~p/p .......... 0.00::!). The absolute 

calibration of the spectrum end point was based on the spin precessed data discussed in (2). 

The experiment is essentially complete. Preliminary results obtained with the longitudinal 

field configuration have been published,6l and the more recent p.SR analysis has been submitted for 

publication iJ and reported at last summer's Leipzig Conference.4
1 An example of the shapes of the 

spin-held and spin-precessed data near x = 1 is shown in figure 2. The characteristic oscillations in 

the rate of detected positrons as a function of time for the p.SR data is shown in figure 3. Here the 

exponential decay with 11+ lifetime has been factored out. 
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Fig. 2. Distributions (uncorrected for accep
tance) in reduced positron momen
tum with the p.+ spin (a) precessed 
and (b) held . 
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In the space available here it is not possible nor appropriate to describe in further detail either 

the experimental method or the various systematic checks that played essential roles in these meas

urements. The interested reader is referred to the references just cited.6·;j 

Let me turn next to the results. It is important to note that the (V +A) limits obtained in this 

experiment are only valid if the mass of the heavy right-handed neutrino is less than about 10 

:\1eV ;'c2. Our result P ~e6/ p > 0.9966 (90% CL) places the following limit on the contribution of a 

possible (V +A) interaction to muon decay: 

_,_(\~'~+_A_.)_A_m_p:..l_it_u_d_e --, < 0.029 
(V-A) Amplitude 

(90% CL). 

In terms of mass limits on a right-handed gauge boson which could mediate such an interac

tion it is necessary to introduce two parameters--a mass and a mixing angle. This is because the 

mass eigenstates (W1,W2) are not necessarily the same as the charged ·gauge boson eigenstates 

(WL,WR)· 

\Vriting W 1 = \VLcos~- WRsin~ and W 2 = \VLsin~ + WRcos~, we find M(\\'2) > 4i0 GeV/c2 if 

~is constrained to be zero whereas M(\\'2) > 400 Ge\' jc2 if~ is free. 

In general the Lorentz structure of the intrraction admits tht' possibility of S. T, and P cou

plings in addition to tht' dominant V-A term. Let us writr 
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Then the results of this experiment can be used to obtain the following limits: 

(1) If the interaction is (V-A)+ T (noS and P) (GT + G~ )2 < 0.027. 

(2) If the interaction is (V-A)+ S + P (noT) (G5 - Gp' )2 + (G~ - Gp)2 < 0.0.54. 

\Yith the same apparatus we obtained an improved value for the muon decay parameter 6. If 

only (\',A) couplings contribute to muon decay 6 = 3/4. Deviation from this value would signal 

something new, and can be used to further constrain S, T, and P contributions. Our very prelim

inary result is 

6 = 0.748 ± 0.004 (statistical)± 0.003 (systematic). 

This should be compared with the world average value 6 = 0.755 ± 0.009 listed in the latest Parti

cle Data Group compilation. 

The fact that our value of P ,f.6/ p is very close to 1 can be used to set a limit on the mass 

scale above which composite lepton structure might manifest itself.8l If leptons are composite there 

should be a contact interaction contribution to the Lagrangian describing muon decay. Following 

Peskin let us write 

L = Lv-A + Lc:onta.ct 

where Lv-A is the usual V-A Lagrangian, and 

Lc:ontact = g
2 /A 2 

{ 'h{ii11 LI" JtL){eL 1 11VtJ + 11~ii j.IR "f' JlR){eR111 VeR) + 17J(ii11L -fv~){eRij.IJ'R) 

+ 17-t(eL 1"Jld(iij.IR111 VtR) + 175(iij.ILJlR){tiVtR) + 17s(iij.ILVtR)(eLJlR) 

+ 177(iij.IRJtL)(eRveJ + '1s(ii~~RveL){eRJld} 

litre g is a coupling constant of hadronic strength, A is the mass scale for compositeness, and the 7li 

are couplings of order. unity. This is the most general SU(2)XU(1) invariant contact interaction. 

Vsing this Lagrangian to calculate the decay rate near x = 1 and cosO= +1 we find 

1 - Q p = 2 [ 620 ) .. g
2 

[ '1} + 1732 + .!!.2., 
2 

) < 0.0034 
p j.l A 411' • 4 

or that A2 > (3050 Ge\")2 g
2 

[ 11l + 173
2 + ~

2

} . If we make the not unreasonable assumption 
411' 4 

" 
that g· = 2.1 and '1i > 0.2, then A> 2400 GeV. This value of A should be compared with limits 

411' 

deduced from other experiments using the same kind of model: 

Experiment A lower limit 

(g-2)e ,.._ 30 Cc\' 

(g- 2)j.l ,.._ 750 Ce V 

e+e-- e+e- ,..._, 2000 CeV 

finally we use the vanishinF; of thr rate at x = J and cosO= +1 to set a limit on the energy 

seal(' at which fla\'or symmf'try could be spontaneously broken. Thf' sp<>cific familon model di~

russed here is due to \\'ilczek gl Suppose muons could decay via t.h<' m0de I'+ - e+ + f11 t. wher<> f 
11

r 
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is an axion-like scalar called the familon. The contribution to the Lagrangian can be written: 

~L = r P.lpeoJ11e· 
IJe 

and the branching ratio is 

Here F 
11

e is the energy scale at which flavor symmetry is spontaneously broken. 

Because Jl+- e+ + f is isotropic it should cause monoenergetic positrons to be emitted at 

x = 1 and cosO= 1. \Ve see no such peak, and consequently set the limit: 

f(Jl+- e+ +f) < 6 X 10-6. 
f(Jl+- e+vii) 

This translates to F JJe > 6.5 X 109 GeV (90% CL). 

I think this example illustrates how muon decay experiments address a variety of issues of 

current interest in particle physics. It would be nice if one of these days a new generation of even 

more refined measurements would actually show some unpredicted behavior and thereby allow us to 

probe the next level of understanding of elementary processes. 
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